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ABSTRACT

The growing complexity of space vehicle, aircraft, and missile test data analysis requiring
larger data volumes and higher data rates, in conjunction with real-time analysis and
display, calls for a new approach in telemetry system bus architecture. To meet these
needs AMS developed the Mercury Bus, and a high-speed ring architecture capable of
linking up to 7 Mercury Busses together without reducing targeted bus bandwidth of
6 MWPS.

The Mercury Bus is a 48 bit parallel bus consisting of 32 data bits, and 16 “token” or
address bits. It supports setup or real-time transfers between multiple master/slave
modules within a chassis. The ring architecture consists of Bus Arbitrator, Repeater,
Terminator Modules (BAT’s) connected together by circular unidirectional read and write
pipelines. The BAT arbitrates bus mastership, repeat’s intra-chassis transfers and provides
signal termination for the Mercury Bus. The pipelines relay bus transfers to successive
chassis within the ring. This architecture currently supports up to 7 chassis or 112 modules
per system.

The ring architecture has met and exceeds initial design criteria with transfer rates
measured in excess of 8 million words-per-second. It performs sustained high-rate data
transfers while maintaining the data integrity and reliability associated with real-time
telemetry. This architecture is well suited for systems with multiple input streams and high
data processing requirements. Overall performance is attributed to the low noise
characteristics of a controlled impedance backplane; implementation of module front end
standardized bus interfaces; and the Bus Arbitrator, Repeater, Terminator module.



INTRODUCTION

A Telemetry System with the capability for real-time data analysis is a powerful tool for
space vehicles, aircraft, and missile flight testing. Major design considerations for real-
time systems include; speed to accommodate large volumes of high-rate input data;
flexibility enabling reconfiguration with different applications; and expandability to permit
future growth as new technologies emerge. With these considerations in mind it was
decided to design a high-speed, flexible format, modular system. The system was designed
around high-rate modular busses, linked together with a high-speed ring architecure.

The basic function of the system is to accept data from multiple input sources and merge it
on to a common bus. Once a data word has been tagged and placed on the bus it then
becomes available to all the other cards within the System for processing and/or
distribution. The system bus, called the Mercury Bus (HgBUS), consists of a 32-bit wide
data bus, a 16- bit wide address bus and 9 control signals. The HgBUS is implemented on
a printed circuit board backplane that is capable of accepting up to 16 cards per chassis.
All cards that interface with the HgBUS contain a standardized HgBUS interface to assure
system compatibility and reliability. Each chassis contains a Bus Arbitrator, Repeater,
Terminator module (BAT) that permits multiple chassis to be connected together while still
maintaining the data transfer rate of 6 Mwps.

This paper discusses equipment design and function in a typical system configuration. It
begins with the features of the bus design and leads into its operation in the high-speed
ring architecture. Although discussion is focused on a specific bus (HgBUS) in its typical
configuration, design principles may be expanded to telemetry systems in general.

1.  MERCURY BUS

The Mercury Bus (HgBUS) is a parallel high-speed data bus. It was designed to meet the
requirements of manipulating, processing and transferring information at high rates.
Primary applications have been directed toward the telemetering market where multiple
data sources are required to be merged, identified, processed and distributed to various
destinations during space vehicle, aircraft, and missile testing. The HgBUS consists of 16
address, 32 data and 9 control lines that permit sustained data transfers at 6 Mwps. Its
function is to provide the path by which program information and processed data are
transferred to and from modules within the system and/or external devices.

Three types of modules are used in the system for processing data. The first is an input
module which accepts data from an external source and places that data on the HgBUS.
Typical input modules are PCM synchronizers, PAM synchronizers, IRIG time code
translators and analog-to-digital converters. The second is an output module which accepts



data from the HgBUS and transfers it to an external device. Typical output modules are
digital-to-analog converters, computer interfaces and display generators. The third is a
processor module which accepts data from the HgBUS, performs a processing function on
the data and then places the results back on the HgBUS. Typical bus processors are data
compressors, floating point processors, digital signal processors and the derived
measurement processors.

Access to the HgBUS is on a fixed card slot priority scheme that is determined by module
location within each chassis. Bus Request/Grant logic, controlled by a bus arbitrator, is
employed.

MULTIPLEXED DATA TRANSFERS

Two types of transfers take place on the HgBUS. One is a setup (Directed Transfer) and
the other is a real-time (Broadcast Transfer). A Setup Transfer directs program information
to a particular module within the system. This transfer takes the form of writing or reading
information to or from a particular module. Each module is assigned a unique setup code
and will respond only when that code is placed on the bus. The Broadcast Transfer is used
to distribute real-time processed data on the HgBUS. Broadcast transfers are accepted by
any module with a slave function. The address lines are used to uniquely identify the data
being transferred. Each module having a slave function contains a word selector which is
accessed by the HgBUS address lines. This memory is programmed to indicate whether
the slave module is to accept or reject the current broadcast data transfer on the HgBUS.
This permits all words or any combination of words to be routed to master/slave modules
for further processing and/or slave modules for use by external devices.

The HgBUS is designed to permit the transfer of both real-time and setup data over the
same data and address lines. A control signal labeled “SUP”, for setup, is used to alert the
modules on the HgBUS that the current transfer is setup information. When “SUP” is
active, the address lines are used to transfer the setup data to the correct module. This is
accomplished by using 8 MSBs of the address bus to identify the module type, the next
4 bits of the address bus to identify the module in that group and the last 4 bits to identify
which register/memory of the selected module is to be activated. The address bus provides
control of up to 255 different types of modules. Up to 16 modules of the same type may be
interfaced to the HgBUS at one time. Each module can have up to 16 registers/memories
for setup information storage.

A second control signal labeled “DTID”, for Broadcast transfer, is used to signify that the
current information on the HgBUS is a real-time transfer. When “DTID” is active, the
16-bits of the address bus represent one of 65,535 unique ID tags assigned to a data word.
This unique identification of measurements permits the modules interfacing with the



HgBUS to selectively accept or reject measurements for or from further processing. This
feature enhances the ability of each module to operate only on those parameters pertinent
to the tasks assigned within a test scenario.

32-BIT WIDE DATA BUS

The HgBUS design permits data words from 1 to 32 bits in length to be transferred in any
order. This bus width will accommodate may different types of data formats. A typical
scenario of data words might be an 8-bit binary word, a 1-bit discrete word, a 16-bit 2’s
complement word, and a 32-bit floating point word. The preprogrammed slave module
accepts the word length it requires and ignores the remaining data bits. The 32-bit wide
data word is becoming increasingly more popular with the advent of 32-bit
microprocessors.

STANDARDIZED INTERFACE

To assure HgBUS compatibility a standardized HgBUS interface (SBI) was designed. The
SBI is used on the front end each module that interfaces to the HgBUS. The SBI design is
segmented to permit only that part of the logic necessary to perform the processing
function incorporated on the module. Module processing functions are separated into three
categories: bus master, bus slave or bus master/slave. A bus master is a module that only
places data on the HgBUS. A bus slave module only takes data from the HgBUS, while a
bus master/slave performs both processing functions. All modules, regardless of their
processing function, can be written to or read from, with respect to setup information.

BUS ARBITRATION

A Bus Arbitrator Repeater, and Terminator (BAT) module was designed permitting
multiple modules to place data on the HgBUS without creating contention problems.
HgBUS Mastership Arbitration is based on a fixed slot priority scheme. Two non-bussed
control signals are connected to each HgBUS access point “BUS REQUEST” and “BUS
GRANT”. HgBUS request are made to the Arbitrator located on the BAT card. The
arbitrator issues a grant to the requester based on the following priority structure. External
read requests have the highest priority, followed by external write requests, followed by
the module in chassis slot A1, followed by A2, etc., with the module in slot A16 having
the lowest priority. The grantee makes an HgBUS transfer on the next available HgBUS
cycle. To increase bus rates the BAT was designed to perform look-ahead arbitration
during all Broadcast transfers. If a grant is issued to a master which fails to take control of
the bus the arbitrator times out and issue the next grant. The BAT module also provides
the circuitry that enables multiple HgBUS backplanes to be connected together in a ring
without sacrificing the 6 Mwps transfer rate of each backplane.



2. HIGH-SPEED RING ARCHITECTURE

The basic function of the system is to accept data from multliple input sources and merge it
onto the HgBUS. Once a data word has been placed on the HgBUS it then becomes
available to all the other modules within the system for processing and/or distribution. The
system is expanded to multiple chassis via the high speed ring pipeline architecture. The
ring relays HgBUS transfers to each chassis in the system so data placed on the HgBUS of
one chassis is available on the HgBUS of the other chassis in the system. Multiple chassis
can be linked together to effectively form a large continuous HgBUS.

The ring architecture is illustrated in figure 1. Its primary functions are to relay inter-
chassis transfers between system chassis and to repeat intra-chassis transfers on the
HgBUS. Individual modules plug into chassis card slots linked together by a common
HgBUS. Each chassis contains a BAT007 Module connected together by circular
undirectional Read and Write pipelines. These pipelines relay bus transfers along the
systems’ daisy-chained chassis while each BAT module repeats the transfer on its HgBUS.
When the bus transfer comes full circle, the originating chassis removes it from the
pipeline. Bus transfers between chassis are executed by either the write or read pipeline.
The route is determined by the nature of the transfer.

WRITE PIPELINE

The Write Pipeline is responsible for relaying write transfers between chassis and
repeating write tranfers on the HgBUS. It consists of the write pipeline and the repeater
section of the BAT module illustrated in figure 2. Bus write transfers from connecting
chassis are clocked in the write input pipeline register along with a three-bit chassis ID tag.
The ID tag identifies the chassis which originated the transfer. On the basis of the ID tag,
the pipeline arbitrator disregards the transfer, or forwards it to the input FIFO and the
output pipeline register. The write pipeline can be divided into the following three sections:
the Write Pipeline HgBUS Interface, the Write Pipeline Input/Output FIFO, and the Write
Pipeline Ring Interface.

The Write Pipeline HgBUS interface is responsible for the interface and control of all BAT
HgBUS slave or master write transfers. It consists of a Standardized Bus Interface (SBI)
modified to perform only write operations. When a module within the chassis makes a
transfer, the BAT SBI captures it and loads it into the Output FIFOs for transport to
external chassis. Intra-chassis transfers from external chassis are read from the Input FIFO
by control logic and loaded into the SBI. The SBI requests HgBUS Mastership from the
Arbitrator and waits for a bus grant. When a grant is received the SBI repeates the transfer
on the HgBUS.



The Write Pipeline Input/Output FIFOs acts as a “system rubber band” to stretch between
the differing and fluctuating rates of the 6 Mwps HgBUS and the 10 Mwps Write Pipeline
Ring Architecture. The Input FIFO is 52 bits wide by 512 words deep. Intra-chassis
transfers from the Write Pipeline Ring are written into the Input FIFO by the Write
Pipeline Arbitrator. Control Logic monitors the input FIFO EMPTY signals and loads the
SBI. The Output FIFO is 52 bits wide by 512 words deep. Inter-chassis transfers from the
HgBUS are written into the Output FIFO by the SBI. The Write Pipeline Arbitrator
monitors the output FIFO EMPTY signals and the Write Pipeline Chassis ID Tag (CIDs).
When the Write pipeline is open, the Control Logic reads the Output FIFO and loads its
contents into the Output Register along with a three bit chassis ID tag (CID) for transport
to the next chassis in the ring.

The Write Pipeline Ring Interface is responsible for the relaying of write transfers to and
from the chassis, and the transporting of intra-chassis write transfers within the BAT Ring
Architecture. Intra-chassis transfers move through the Ring Interface in three cycles of the
Write Pipeline clock. The first clock tick loads the transfer and its 3-bit chassis ID tag
(CID) into the Input Write Pipeline Register. The second clock loads the Internal Register
with the transfer and the pipeline arbitrator with the CID. The third clock loads the Write
Pipeline into the Output Write Pipeline Register for transport to the next chassis in the
ring. The Write Pipeline Arbitrator performs reads and writes of the Input/Output FIFO’s
and supervises the traffic on the Internal Write Pipeline. The Pipeline Arbitrator monitors
incoming CIDs. All transfers with CIDs not equal to its own or a binary 7 (inactive
pipeline ID) are written into the Input FIFO and forwarded to the Output Register. When
the Arbitrator detects its own CID or a binary 7 one of the following events occur.

a. If the Output FIFO is empty, the Internal Register is tri-stated and the CID bits are
pulled up to a logic high (PCID = binary 7 = inactive pipeline). This will discard the
transfer from the Write Pipeline.

b. If the Output FIFO is not empty, the Internal Register is disabled, the Output FIFO is
read, and output enabled on to the Write Pipeline for transport over the Write Pipeline.

READ PIPELINE

The Read Pipeline is responsible for relaying read transfers between chassis and repeating
read transfers on the HgBUS. It is located on the BAT module and consists of a Read
Pipeline HgBUS Interface, a Read Pipeline Ring Interface, and Read Pipeline Control
Logic as illustrated in figure 2. Its function varies, depending upon chassis read master or
read slave setup parameters.



If a module within the chassis makes a master read transfer the Read Pipeline Control
logic relays the transfer to the Internal Read Pipeline and waits for a ready response from
the HgBUS or the Read Pipeline. If the HgBUS responds the interface terminates the
transfer on the Read pipeline. If the Read Pipeline responds the interface enables the Read
Pipeline Data on to the HgBUS and asserts the Read Ready (RDDY(-) signal. When the
transfer has been completed the interface terminates the transfer on the Read Pipeline.

In a Slave Read operation the chassis is read from an external chassis. In response the
Read Pipeline interface requests HgBUS from the HgBUS Arbitrator. When a Grant is
received the Read interface repeats the read transfer on the HgBUS and waits for a Ready
response from the HgBUS or the read pipeline. If the HgBUS responds, the Read Pipeline
interface enables the HgBUS on to the Read Pipeline. When the transfer has been
completed, the interface terminates the transfer on the HgBUS. If the Read Pipeline
responds, the interface terminates the transfer on the HgBUS.

CONCLUSION

The high-speed ring architecture has exceeded initial design expectations. It is currently
supporting sustained HgBUS transfer rates of 6 million words-per-second (Mwps) with
bursts measured in excess of 8 Mwps. High performance is attributed to the development
of a Standardized Bus Interface (SBI) and the design of the BAT, performing look-ahead
arbitration during HgBUS transfer.

The versatility of the tagged data bus has proven to be particularly useful during real-time
operation. The 16-bit wide address/tag permits the identification of up to 65,536 unique
data words. This enables particular system modules to operate only on those
measurements pertinent to their operation. The variable width data bus accommodates
several different types of data formats. Anything from a 1-bit discrete word to a 32-bit
floating point word may be transferred in any order.

The modular nature of the architecture enhances flexibility and expanability. Systems may
be configure to reflect specific user applications. HgBUS access priority may be changed
by re-assigning card locations. Additional modules and/or chassis may be added to expand
existing system without reducing 6 Mwps bus bandwidth.

The principle applications of the high-speed ring architecture have been directed towards
the telemetering market. This is an environment where data from multiple input sources
must be identified, merged, processed, and distributed to various destinations during space
vehicle, aircraft and missile testing. It supports input data from a variety of sources
including PCM, PAM, IRIG time, Analog (via A/D converters), Digital (discretes, host
computers, Mil 1553 Bus devices, etc.). The processing of data includes the ability to



support floating point operations, data compression and derived measurement calculations.
Raw and/or processed data can be distributed to host computers, special signal analysis
equipment, graphics subsystems, D/A converters, etc.

Typical applications include: TELEMETRY GROUND STATIONS, DATA
ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS, PROCESS CONTROL, PRODUCTION TESTING,
DATA PREPROCESSING, and DIGITAL TRANSLATION.

A)01-4004
Figure 1.  BAT007 Typical Configuration



A)01-4005
Figure 2.  BAT007 Simplified Block Diagram


